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THE GEM FAMILY
…..Let’s come closer
SAFETY IS OUR MISSION
The new year brought us the news that GMW Sikka had won
the INTERAGENCY BEST PERFORMANCE AWARD for
safety , for the year 2012 – 2103 presented by Gujarat State
Electric Corporation Limited. This meant the zero accident &
maximum safe working man hours.
Also awarded was the certificate for best safety practices,
motivation and implementation of safety rules to our Safety
Supervisor , Chittaranjan Mallick.
Hearty CONGRATULATIONS to Mallick and the entire team
headed by Gurmeet Singh of Sikka.
(In this picture Mallick and Gurmeet Singh are seen receiving the
award from I/C Chief engineer (Gen) of GSECL TPS-Sikka).

GMW MANGALORE – MRPL
One of the most prestigious projects for us in the recent past
has been at the Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemical
Limited. Our scope of work was for the structural steel work for
the refinery totaling approximately 5300 MT.
The work was executed in association with Bharat Heavy
Electrical Ltd. (BHEL) and we are delighted to inform that
about 95% has already been successfully completed whilst
we are racing to finish the balance
This entire project is headed by Site In charge Mohan and
Hari Krishna (Manager) along with a hardworking team at
Mangalore.

SAFETY TRAINING HELD AT SIKKA

………………… AND AT ANAPARA
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OKRA
POWERHOUSE OF NUTRIENTS

KNOW YOUR FAMILY MEMBER

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

(A newsletter of GMW Pvt. Ltd. Vadodara. For private circulation only)

One of the most popular and favourite
vegetable commonly known as ladyfinger is
a powerhouse of valuable nutrients. Okra
contains soluble fiber which helps to lower
bad cholesterol and reduces the risk of heart
diseases.
The other insoluble fiber which are also
present helps to keep the intestinal tract
healthy reducing the risk of some forms of
cancer especially colorectal cancer.
Nearly 12% of recommended levels of
vitamin B6 and folic acid is present in half
cup of cooked okra. This incredibly valuable
vegetable not only binds excess cholesterol
and toxins (in bile acids) which cause
numerous health problems, if not evacuated,
but also assures their easy passage from the
body. This veggie is completely non- toxic,
non- habit forming, has no side effects and
economically within reach of all. It is also an
excellent food for cure constipation.

LET GO OFF YOUR STRESS
A Psychologist walked around a room while
teaching stress management to the
audience. As she raised a glass of water ,
everyone expected they’d be asked ‘half
empty half full’ question. Instead with a smile
on her face, she inquired ‘How heavy is the
glass of water?’

Rajesh Shah, who has been looking after
the finances at our head office since 1993 is
a person who, you can say, eats, drinks and
sleeps with money on his mind. Born and
brought up in Baroda, Rajesh completed his
graduation in commerce and further went on
to do his Post Graduation in Financial
management. He studied in one of the well
known schools, Jeevan Sadhna.
When comes to his work, his dedication is
exemplary. He is one of the privileged
persons,
who has been a part of the
company’s turnover growth from 5 crores to
150 crores
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Congratulating
Sudarshan
Rajput
(Paint
shop, H.O) and
his
wife
Archana on the
birth of their
beautiful baby
daughter
–
HEMA (now 2
months old )

He loves to spend his time with this 2 lovely
daughters Harvi ( 7 years) and a little angel
(just a few days old). His wife Seema being
the Home Minister is the backbone for him
and his family. He likes reading, watching
cricket and listening to soft and romantic
music of singers like Kishore Kumar, Lata
Mangeshkar and Md. Rafi.

Answers called out ranging from 8 ml to
20 ml.
She replied “absolute weight does not
matter. It depends on how long I hold it. If I
hold it for a minute it is not a problem. If I
hold it for an hour , I will have pain in my
arms. If I hold it for a day, my arms will
become numb and paralysed. In each case
the weight of the arms does not change, but
longer I hold it the heavier it becomes”.
She continued, “the stress and worries in life
are like the glass of water. Think about them
for a while and nothing happens. Think about
them a bit longer and they begin to hurt. And
if you think about them all day, you will feel
paralyzed and incapable of doing anything.
It is important to remember to let go of your
stresses. Dnt carry the burden with you in
the evening and into the night. Remember to
put the glass down before it pains.

LAUGH IT OFF
COLOURFUL HOLI AT
OFFICE ON 26TH MARCH

OUR

HEAD

ANSWER FOR LAST MONTH’S
PUZZLE.
The shopkeeper actually suffered the loss of
Rs.1800.
The correct answer was given by Mr.
U.Gopinath.

BIG SCAM
A Newspaper boy keeps shouting on the
street:
“Big scam! Big scam! 12 Victims!”
A man decides to buy the newspaper and
while browsing it he discovers there is
nothing inside it about a scam.
The boy keeps shouting even louder now:
“Big scam! Big scam! 13 victims!”
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